President Clark Creates New Post
In Effort To Alleviate Racial Tension
by FRANC INE MILLER
Daily Assistant Editor
An "ombudsman" appointed by
SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark to
"conduct a continuous and aggressive campaign against racial discrimination" may be the key to
solving racial tensions that have
wracked the campus for a week.
Immediate effects of the tense
situation have been the cancellation of tomorrow’s home football
game with the University of Texas
at El Paso and the probation of
all campus fraternal organizations.
The president’s proposal to appoint a personal representative
who will search out cases of discrimination and "apply all available legal and persuasive powers
of correction" came at a special
meeting yesterday.
Dr. Clark said he would like to
announce who would fill the position by Monday or Tuesday and
hoped the position would be fulltime,

CHARGES OF "RACIAL DISCRIMINATION"
rang across campus Monday as members of
the United Black Students for Action held a
rally on Seventh Street. The rally s,. urred a
series of meetings this week concerning charges
against the college administration, fraternities.

by John Morn11

the athletic program and owners of near -campus
dwellings. The UBSA led by sociology and anthropology professor Harry Edwards has scheduled an I I a.m, meeting today on Seventh
Street for further announcements concerning
UBSA plans.

LAST OF A SERIES
The meeting was the last in a
series of special sessions called by
the president to discuss charges
of discrimination made last Monday by Negro leader Harry Edwards.
Edwards, an instructor in sociology and anthropology and head
of the United Black Students for
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ASB Council Supports Negroes
As Discrimination Tension Grows
By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Student Council Wednesday
threw definite and unanimous vocal support behind SJS’ Negro
students in their battle against
alleged discrimination.
But no one connected with ASB
is sure whether the council can
go any further than the talk stage
in supporting the Negroes’ demands for equality.
The vocal support came in the
form of a resolution which read:
"The Student Council goes on
record as condemning all types of
discrimination both religious and
racial on campus and in the community," the resolution said.
The resolution also declares the
ASH will "support deliberative and
constructive action programs to
insure equality of opportunity to
all students."
This statement follows an announcement by ASE interim President Vic Lee that his office could
be used by "all interested parties"
for mediation.
The "interested parties" are the
Physical Education Department,
the college Administration and the
Greek system.
"The important step now is to
maintain a bridge of communications among all parties involved
so that no misunderstanding or
misrepresentation of facts will occur. I wish to offer my services
as this bridge for communications." Lee said.
The Council has made no plans

Sept. 29 Deadline
Date for Loans
Friday, Sept. 29 is the last date
for students holding Educational
Opportunity Grants or National
Defense Student Loans to pick up
their checks, according to Financial Aids Director Donald Ryan.
Checks not picked up by then will
be circulated to other students.
Funds are still available to students in need of financial assistance, Ryan said, under the State
Guaranteed Reduced Interest Loan
Program. Ilndergracluates may receive ¶1,000 per year and graduates $1.500. Further information
may be obtained from the Financial Aids Office, Adm. 24&

to call a special meeting for action on the issue. "As far as I
know it will be discussed next
Wednesday. I don’t know about
anything going on before then."
Lee said.
Lee instigated the council’s declaration condemning discrimination by urging that body to "take
some sort of action."
But, other than vocal support,
Lee isn’t sure what the council
can do to help in the crisis.
"It isn’t a question of formulating some plan of action. With the
situation as it is around here, we
are not sure we can do anything,"
he continued.
"We just. don’t have the people.
We are understaffed over here,"
Lee explained.
The Council is operating in almost a "lame duck" capacity because of the special presidential
election set for October.

Lee has no full time assistants
and no committee appointments
have been made. The ASB is operating with a council and a president.
There just isn’t anyone to spare
for special work on the racial crisis. Lee says.
The council was expressing a
"wait and see" attitude Wednesday afternoon.
One representative, Ken PiesecId, told Lee, "How do you know
there is a crisis."
"I’m not sure about anything
that is going on. We need some
more facts before we can act,"
Piesecki said.
The council suggested that sociology instructor Harry Edwards,
leader of United Black Students
for Action present the UBSA demands at the council’s meeting
next Wednesday.

No. 3

Floating College
Scholarship forms
Due Oct. 15
A floating campus scholarship is
being offered to juniors by Chapman College. The program is designed for juniors who plan to
continue in graduate programs.
The deadline for spring 1968 is
Oct. 15. Scholarships are offered
In the field.s of history, religion,
art, anthropology, literature, economics, science and psychology.
Candidates must have completed
60 units of college work, must
have at least a 3.0 grade point
and must be admitted to Chapman
College. Thirty stipends will be
awarded on the basis of grade
point and recommendations.
Further information about the
Interdisciplinary Scholarship is
available from Chapman College,
Division of International Education, Orange County. The floating
campus will be aboard the S.S.
RYNDAM.

cruitment under the ’2 per cent accept the president’s proposals.
In a press conference after the
special admission.
He said he had also asked Aca- special meeting, Edwards also
demic Vice President Hobert W. squelched a rumor that Black
Burns to appoint a director to militants planned to burn down
recruit and instruct minority stu- fraternity row. "SJS students have
dents and will invite faculty mem- not reached that level of frustrabers to help in developing other tion yet," he said.
He also denied making a statesuitable programs.
Following a standing ovation for ment that Black students plan to
the president’s speech, Edwards picket the Greek houses on
told the audience his group’s ex- Eleventh Street this weekend.
Edwards had told President
ecutive committee would "give the
as much consideration Clark Monday that if the UBSA’s
proposals
OUTLINES STEPS
as we think necessary and present demands were not met by today
Dr. Clark spoke to a standing - our ideas to a general meeting Negroes from SJS and San Jose
City College would "picket, disroom-only crowd in Concert Hall, or the UBSA."
rupt, and bring a halt" to the
outlining the steps the college
STATUM VT TODAY
SJS-University of Texas at El
would take to meet Edwards’ ultimatum Monday that the USBA’s
He said he voulcl deliver a Paso football game scheduled for
demands for fair treatment be statement toda,. at an 11 am. tomorrow at Spartan Stadium.
Threats of violence by outside
met or significantly advanced by rally either on ..ozventh Street or
today.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium, to agitators, however, forced Dr.
Emphasizing that his proposals announce whether UBSA would
(Continued on Page CI
were not necessarily in final form
*
*
*
and that "each sentence is subject to review," the SJS administrator began by placing all social
fraternities on probation as of today. He promised a full investigation into charges the Greek system has been discriminatory.
He advised the Inter-Fraternity
and Panhellenic Councils, Greek
cocktails begin flying, there is not
By BRUCE ANDERSON
steering groups, that they have
much we can do," Berman said at
Daily City Editor
until November 1 to present a
Greeks were evacuating frater- one this morning.
plan of action implementing the nity and sorority houses last night
One-third of the fraternity was
already-established declaration as a security precaution against
planning on moving home for the
that they do not discriminate on rumored racial violence this weekweekend as of 2 a.m. today.
on the basis of race, religion, or end.
Berman said he had talked with
national origin.
Panhellenic Council, SJS soror- several other fraternity presidents
speity coordinating body, met in
and they were planning to evacuFOUR POINT PLAN
cial session yesterday and advised ate their houses if trouble begins.
Although Dr. Clark said he did
evacuate.
all sororities to
In a partially deserted house a
not believe the way to end disFour sorority houses were evac- sorority officer who refused to be
crimination by fraternities is to
uated by two this morning. A fifth identified said that all members
eliminate the organizations, he
plans to leave today.
of sororities have been requested
said he had notified the Greeks
Private detectives were on duty
that their proposals must be ap- in many of the sororities last not to wear pins or clothing indicating affiliations.
proved before they can hold spring
night. Alpha Omicron Pi was planNearly all Greek social activities
rush.
ning on remaining in their house for this weekend have been canThe president then presented a but had guards on duty, accordcelled.
four-point plan to deal with ing to one member.
The decision to empty the socharges made by Edwards, a forSigma Alpha Epsilon President rorities was left to each individual
mer SJS basketball and track Larry Berman asked all members
home or
star, against the men’s athletic of his fraternity to vacate the house. Girls who left went
stayed with friends and sorority
program.
house as quickly as possible.
sisters.
Dr. Clark said immediate reso"If there is a riot and Molotov
Sigma Kappa, Alpha Chi Omega,
lution of problems would be made
Alpha Phi and Chi Omega were
by:
deserted when the Spartan Daily
1. Assignment by random methattempted to contact them last
ods of lockers or roommates to
night. Kappa Gamma voted to
athletes for trips.
move this morning. They had voted
2. The equal availability of all
earlier to remain in their house.
social events or entertainment to
Panhellenic Council also asked
Black and White athletes or to
all sorority members to make no
none.
the evacuations
3. The appointment of a comSaturday night’s football game statements about
mittee, equally representative of at Spartan Stadium against the and racial discrimination, accordboth races, to advise the Director University of Texas, El Paso is ing to another unidentified sorority member.
of Athletics about student griev- cancel
Several sororities refused to comances.
College President, Dr. Robert D.
4. Availability to the Director of Clark ordered the game cancelled ment on their plans to evacuate
Athletics and coaches of funds and Wednesday due to ’the current ra- when contacted early this morning.
personnel to assist in finding hous- cial crisis on campus.
In the event of racial violence
"In view of disturbing threats
ing for Black athletes.
from outside our College commu- the San Jose Police Department is
EFFORTS ’FEEBLE’
nity to the peaceful conduct of prepared.
Dr. Clark called the college Saturday night’s football game, I
All leaves, days off and vacahousing office’s anti-discriminatory have, after consultation with the tions for department officers have
policy a step in the right direction Director of Athletics, ordered can- been cancelled for this weekend.
but, in light of recent events, cellation of the game," Dr. Clark According to Chief Donald 0. De
"feeble and inadequate."
Mers, head of the department’s
said.
He called upon Student Council.
"I consider the action necessary special services division. "We can
faculty groups, and SJS students to protect our students, their par- handle anything that arises."
in general to help minority stu- ents and friends, from the possiDe Mere said that as many as
dents find housing and support bility of violence in Spartan Sta- 500 officers could be marshalled
them against discrimination.
dium," Dr. Clark said.
if needed to quell a disturbance
He pointed to several operative
The college president pointed at the college. He said the departtutoring programs and the student out, "This danger is not from San ment had completed a plan espegovernment -sponsored Community Jose students. The danger comiss cially adapted to the college camInvolvement Program, as part of from the possible involvement of pus which would detail methocbt
an attack on the problems of re- off-campus persons and groups." for use in riot control in the area.

Action tUBSA I, has accused campus sororities and fraternities, the
men’s athletic program, and nearcampus housing of discriminatory
practices.
He also has criticized a college
regulation allowing special admission for 2 per cent of the total
college enrollment not otherwise
academically qualified because he
says the majority of these persons
are Negroes admitted solely for
their athletic ability.

Greeks Evacuate Houses;
Social Activities Cancelled

Dr. Clark Cancels
Saturday’s Game;
’Action Necessary

Mime Troupe Founder Calls Viet War ’Obscene’
"We are not interested in listless audiences that go to the theatre only to verify their own prejudices. It is the conception of puritan culture that art should endorse its morality and flatter its
patriotism."
This is the opinion of R G.
Davis who believes in preparing
the audience for his Mime Troupe’s
performance of "L’ Amant Mill tally’ (Love of the Military) today
at 1 p.m. on Seventh Street.
The play is definitely anti-war,
as is David Harris, former student body president of Statford
University, who will speak at the
play’s conclusion on, "Non-Cooperation" with the Selective Service System.
"The Vietnam War is obscene,"
continues Davis, who plays the
role of General Garcia in the
show. "To delete obscenity where
It really occurs is good public relations work but had theatre."
Critics believe the Mime Troupe
presents good theatre. Robert F.
Sayre, in a recent issue of The.
Nation, describes L’Amant as
" . . . an hour and three-quarters
of grotesque anti -military satire.
in which the analogy of the Span-

ish imperial army in Italy and the
United Stales in Vietnam is quite
intended and deftly elaborated."
"The Pantalone (a crafty merchantone of the stock characters
used in the production) is a grabby
collaborator who is interested in
marrying his ravishing daughter
to the Spanish ’General’.
"The Harlequin 15 simpleton) is
a sweet little guy who gets tricked
into enlisting and then, when he
tries to get out by dressing as a
woman, gets arrested as a ’pervert, fairy, draft dodger!"
"At other moments, comic Spanish soldiers strut like automated
GI’s and go through rifle drill
with crutches. Between scenes a
gravel -voiced puppet roars out
anti -war ballads and leads the
audience in chanting. Hell No:
We Won’t Go!"
Davis and his troupe enjoy
playing before college audiences.
-In the first place." he says,
"these students are going to be
the politically and socially influential citizens of tomorrow. Outmost immediate hope is for
change.
"Secondly, and maybe most important, students are Ware open-

minded. They are constantly challenged by new ideas and attitudes
and are at least willing to hear
them out. Because, for the present,
they have less of a vested interest
in the society, they see things
more clearly and are willing to
admit they see them. They are
exciting audiences to play to.
"I have a line in the play where
I explain that the reason Spain,
which is the analogue for the U.S.
in the play, has never had a revolution is because ’we have free
speech.’
"Now here, it is okay to criticize, to debate, to take issue with
problems in society, as long as you
are not effectiveand as long as
you gloss over the issues in such
a manner as to leave the door
open to that soft pedal phrase:
There arc two sides to every murder.’
It has been our experience in
local dealings with the police and
the commissioners of parks that
when our social comment is clear
and direct and not confused by
’Art’ or obfuscated by ’Aesthenic
distance,’ we have had trouble
arrest, harassment, and loss of in-

CORPORAL ESPADA, played by Kent Minault,
talks with his Commandante, Generale Garcia
(R. G. Davis). Actors in the troupe come from
a variety of backgrounds and include mothers,

holders of advanced degrees, Hollywood dropouts, a couple of founding Diggers (a HaightAshbury "community service" organization) and
a real estate man.
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By BOB KENNEY

ni?
And too thought it Is as all bet ’
Come September, it tsas time III pllek ills
oterroats and head 111%\arib. campus for
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matters which ran affect the benefit am( harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the bentlicial and
Marsala of Padua
repel the opposite.Advertising Mgr.
KEN HECKER
Editor
KEN 11111 %VI’ .

a cool, brisk fall.
has morning a totsering NeAnd so M
gro professor stands out oti s!iesentli Street
and tells you that thy long. hid summer
has followed you to
e,immunitt of Sail
"The
Jose5’ was one of ilo. ;.11I 1111e- MI vhuuuhu
laid tlw blame for racial ili-criminati llll .
wasn’t it?
But SJS is a typical north-tshite-Prot
estant and red -white-blue tmeriean campus. Prejudice? Larkailaisieal? Neter!
Why take, for instance. Illk good friend
llorace F. Gooltz %skit %%how I tsa- disetissing this very topic just yesterdas.

Editorials

Stu

Is He Any Different?
11.
111 %0111.11 111.111 11111111 I111/k :111
11.1’1’111 t 1’11111 Ile Ill her.- Of his sex. VD ell.
perhaps his shoulder- %titre a bit broader and his too, le- t little more et
dent.
an)

didn’t

Ile

differently.

either. 10f course. smite day- he played
the it league ride and others lie tsent
"hippie. in all. his apeararice In as that
a clean-cut. ttell-dressed all -Amer’. to I’’. Ile es en combed hi- hair,
brushed hi- teeth. -litittered 111111
iii -t like anyone el -e.
Le. th.soil-

111.,1 II:I.

.1*!.

thii’ sante lilt’ 11.1:11 its 111. Ot1111,. .111111.
Ila r I, 1’11 1 I11’ hint of a clipped,

lulli

England accent or the distinct
ilcals I of the southern states. lint that
ts.i. wit something of great unusuality.
Not only that, his reasoning was
Nets

ff hat lie said usually

le.tt toil
/11,111, ,1111,1.

:11.-11 hurl like anybody else. 1, till
Ili111. if stung.

1.11105. 5,111-11 ’,MI

sonietimes. if lie really felt things
deeply. he cried. although that st
thittg to do.

thu iiO4til

1111 the other hand. if you told him
a

joke. lie siitild

laugh the same

itearit laugh a- anyone else.
In fact. there didn’t seem to he any
dpi feretice lietseen him and the others
III all. Ile etc!’ -at in front of a teletision set and drank beer sometimes.
I Ir bought a keg and got smashed on
the tteitisiatil-.
nil sometimes he went golfing on
a football milli

a -alittality.

No Excuse
It is noi hard to belittle that the
administration of this college would
cancel an entire football game_ and
possibly

entire

the

student -funded

program. because of the actions of set eral irate students.
(hie does, hoary en. find it hard to
belie% e

that

a

responsible

minority

group leader %%mild %sant to cancel or
bolenee at a tatoptis
precipitate
)ro% ides opportunity for

ti% ity mhich

members of his group.
hile complain!, of discrimination
alioiiriih

urinhlili the football jorogram,

the fact -till remain- that this program
pro\ iii’’- competition for many minorWei,- awl entertainment for him !wittily

spectators. not to

-,Itylatt-Itips that ’night tollwr55 ,-, I., 11 11

\II

Lubli’.

S iiiletwe or threats of siolence
begin.

rat i dial

thinking and

under-

standing end. \\ 11(.11 offers. of niedia
tion and (11-cti--,ion art. ignored. so is
reason. Iti the supposedly enlightened
campus ittannitinily there is no ectise
for ally thing les- than responsible action iiti lit till sides ... let’s see siittie.
II." .
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a couple of the guys. Or he took his
girl to the slot% on a Eriday night.
\rid there didn’t scent to he any
differenceany dif ference at all.

"fley. matt! Ibiljasee! Didjasee! It that
picketing and racial trouble awl -toff.
I util radii :II days
W his it’s just like niy g
at Berkeley."

Except that sometimes he couldn’t
get into the same places as others. .rul
many More times persons would subject hint to sickening torture mentally
and physically.
Except that his skin was black.
But that %% as silly. Why should people take a molehill and make of it a
mountain of prejudice.
After all. he mas lititnalt. too.

them marches and
forget that open housing nonsence!"

"And for YOUR penance, Father Groppi, stop

Guest Room

’Fraternities Threatened With Extinction’
Hy KENNON JOR I 1
the SJS Greek Sts
(
%NCI.), ago.
1.III
’eta 55 .0 iatjos rug its largest formal rill111
’011 more than 6110 male
11/111 kt:11,.
hai sou signed the rush list, FOC
1111- fraternities. on the 111.1.1ille here in recent years. this indicated an upsurge in
campus influence.
Today. :4.1S fraternities and sororities
are threatened %%iris extinction and they
art- still trting to figure out why.
Harry Elks ants. instructor in sociology
and local leader of the URSA (United
Black Stitilenis for Action I, has urged
that Greeks he barred front campus until
they rid themselYes of alleged "racism."
Tim Nolls. graduate student in Omega
Psi Phi. S.IS !Negro fraternity. and organizer for the EBSA, said he speaks for
Edwards alien he el’ s the fraternity
system as it mos exists at S.IS ea llllll t con’Those persons proven to lw discriminate have to go.- Nolls said in a recent
inter.iew at the I )mega Psi Phi house,
"The fraternity -s-tem is Neilk 111111N because it hail a meak foundation to start
ss ills, in the deep South."
E.DA fill)S. DENIANI)S
Jim Roth- IEC chairman. said he lielie%es Edwards’ demands are anachronim
that (-eased
tic. "Ile is claiming a situat
It, exist four or fit.- years ago N111.11 a
couple of Negro rushee’, Isere slighted.
here tat Sigma
There’s no iliseriminal
Phi Epsilon. liotbs fraternity’. V.
pledged Orientals. I hie of my idetige brothers 5% as Mexican "No one’s es sr slopped Negroes from
rushing and coming through since I’ve
been here. But no Negroes seem to he st-rt pledging. ’Hirer calla.’ here toins al
gether last week. I showed them the house
and told them the same things I tell any
tic-bees.
"But they didn’t seem to show any interest and tne haten’t seen them since."
Inning!’ Omega Psi Phi is 100 per cent
Negro. a- the 15 other SJS fraternities are
-Negro. \oils !whet es the bias quesall
tion does not apply to his house.
"Vs hit.’ fraternities don’t know what
real brotherhood is," said Nolls, his voice
ted
rising :1115I Ili, hiUlish5 gesturing. lle I
ill thus’
to the 111.51
"A couple of days agto those were just
stacks of %mid. But the men of this house
got together and lint 1110n1 111). I fixed the
hide in the ceiling. I put up the chandelier. lbs you see that sort of spirit at
the white houses?EET
I/E NI A NI /S
"Now if I %ere in, say, Alpha Tau
Omega, and I %sent down Smith I tiouldn’t
1%ith brothers in the chapter there.
Is.’ a nigger."
"Trateling the East Coast this s
I realized I hate 85,000 brothers. Eightylite thousand! IC- a great feeling seeing
the I tmega Psi Phi on a car window he1.;111-. N 1111 knoa there’s a real brother."
llovieter, ill order for Edwards’ nuts-

bias fraternity demands to he WO, Negroes
must be 1)11’1111yd into the all -white fraternities. Hots this is to be accomplished
has not been ekplaineil clearly by the \
grors tior is it s-hans undirstood by the
fraternities.
lItith. speaking recently in the Sig Ep
it
g room ’,shill. a Greek row water
fight raged out-ide. -aid, "No one can force
Its to lake Netriii- into 0111" fraternity,
just as as. art- not goiog Is Ions! them to
join ... The only way we’ll know if they
10 Ilt of their
are sitwert. is if they 1.
own choice.

To Immo\

II0ONI
-thing down
"But if -aanwinie
my throat. I’m g ll i ll g to poke it right biwk
111/..
Net erthyles-. Roth. faced stith the ob.
1101111.fS 1.11111
tious imbalance la 15
one all-hlack house, admits there is room
for improtement in the Greek system at
S.11 S.
’AV,. realize there ant problems. We
don’t dens them. But ite’te (offered the
1351 the chanee to sit ilinsti and talk
this all titer min’ us and thes -aid. ’No.
no talking. We %sant action nuts: But
U real solution Likes time."
Actualls. a start on Ow problem of integrating the SJS Greeks 1541$ nialle last
spring N11111 Mile kappa Sigma on Fifth
1 charter
Street literally risked its oat’
to pledge Negro Glen Groter. Grover. ttho
later declined initiation. mas the first NI..
gro to be pledged to a fraternity at SJS
outside of Omega Psi Phi.
’Look him ridiculous Edwards’ charges
to sus when asIlic whole last
semester fighting with our national to get
Groyer through.- said a Kappa Sig spokesman.
DIFEEIIENl BELWES
WOIIIII there be in them
"WI1111
I URSA 1111111111P. 1 pitching frills on 011r
111%411?
’VD hen Eduard- labels the %%hole Greek
system ’raitisi. that’s his first big error.
Etery I
se has different beliefs, V. hen
al‘ pledged GNI% vr. 111111 11011.1, said they
%ere proud of us and others said, -Good
lurk. Charlie.’"
Bill Shearer. kappa Sigma vice-president, ssariwil against lionizing Kappa Sig.11’111111- last spring.
ma for
"If a \1’4r0 l’111111.., here tve judge I
as a 1151515.pledge him as a man. Race has
nothing to do Isith it. Grover came
through rush milli another Negro.

Guest Articles
The Daily a -ill consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with D010111; Ciardelli, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in
the Daily Office, .1C2011. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should he typed double spaced
on a 40 -space line.

-Gro%er m as all outstanding person so
vie joiedgeil him. We didn’t like the other
guy so ay dinged hint.
’But not one Negro has come here this
rush. f oto two.’ just see a guy on the street
and pledge him. So how can they call
it bias?"
"It’- the system that’s at fault," said
Nolls. "Wit’ti- put our case before Pr. sident Clark. Ile knows there’s discriminat
. V.t. don’t have to offer him any sosolutions."
lid’ s. iii’
"If Clark doesn’t act, %sell keep picketing. Our alternative, and this is not a
threat. is to go join !lap Itrott It and StokeIs I Jr
thael."
nfortimately. it appears that Pres.
Clark has nothing to act upon. Even if it
made them bigots. fraternitie. %snub! be
within their constitutional rights to choose
not to pledge Negroes. To force it to be
otheruisit %souls! infringe on the fratentities’ right- a- built Ulna! bodies to consort
%int %hum they choose.
Thus the fraternity system, like any social group. is by definif
discriminate.
or., if you will. biased. Clark’s ionly solution. if hit’ is lo make one. mould be to
change the
It does not SI-4111 possible that hit %sill abandon it.
Nor does it seen’ liossible that either
black (Dr white faction will be pleased
at the deeis’ .
The roughest g ll i ll g appears yet to c

He set doutti some of tlw cardboard
sheets and poster paints he was carrying.
"I’m on my tsay right now to make picket
signs! There’s a whole hone!’ of us, V. e’re
gonna picket the faculty offices, the
kit’s Apartments. the Spartan Iktily. and
Clancy’s Hamburger Stand."
"Why Clancy ’s Hamburger Stand?"
"He doesn’t hi n. any Negroes! Ile’s a
racist!"
"Look lIorace. lie doesn’t hire anyIle can’t afford to. He’s the only
there?*
flat It.
"011.- floraee
what
Fte got scouts old
looking for
other places practising discriminaf .
Right 110% 1%1. got a hot tip on a little
old lady who rents It room in the."
"Look. Horace," I said clutching his Tshirt with ’Ilium’ painted 1/II it. "Two
whether
days ago you didn’t git 4’ a ill
Clancy hired Negr(ies. or if there WilS discrimination in liwal hiIIIIiilg or about anything besides a lied \bowl:tin bottle. Now
yon want to change et ery thing in two niinop.(’
1111’S.
SOBER 1.001X
Horace gate me a sober look. "I know
l’ye been apathetic in the past. hut I’ve
turned mer a nem leaf nom. so to speak.
I no bag. my way of
I mean Ete f
improving this world. "11 hat about last fall.- I said, "when
your ’thing’ WIIS migrant farm workers?
There was housing discrimination going
on then. Ili. last spring mIten you joined
ement and dropped out?
the hippie
SJS had this I
sing discrit ll i ll alio!’ then.
Or this past s
r %then toil came
ar
1 colleitting boxer shorts for the kids
k
. much
in India? lion didn’t et
It’s,’ care if there Is as hoosing discrimination here."
Horace looked contrite. "It isn’t 111N fault
I didn’t knots %shell’ it Is a, at: w here I
was most needed. IIiit l’se timed in tuns.
\
tsit’re g
It lick this problem, baby,
right now!"
"Ifeali, baby. And then ?"

Thrust and Parry

Bigots, Victims To Blame
’Edtvards Responsible
For Threats, Agitation’
Editor:
Enough time has elapsed, I believe, for a
mature, sober appraisal of the events of the
past week brought on by the charge that racial discrimination is being practiced in housing, fraternities and sororities, ;ind the athletic department, and which is very much in
order.
Although Prof, Harry Edwards is to be
congratulated for his reasonable, conciliatory
and fair-minded approach to an issue that has
apparently involved him personally as a victim, he cannot escape responsibility for the
threats, agitation and generally provocative
tactics of the on-campus and off-campus hotheads who seem to believe that the current
crisis offers them an opportunity to foist
their theories of "black power" on the city
of San Jose.
For by the very means that Prof. Edwards
brought the issue of racial discrimination to
the attention of the college and the community that is, the virulent statements to
the press before the beginning of classes this
semester and the super-charged rally held on
Seventh Street Monday morning- has thrown
such a scare into the college administration
and other parties directly concerned that any
"solution" to the problem of racial discrimination is almost certainly bound to be ill-conceived itild hasty.
It must also be said that Prof. Edwards

also bears responsibility for the cancellation
of our first home football game of the season,
since it is he who originally threatened to
send swarms of demonstrators onto the football field, and thereby encouraged the hotheads who transmitted their threats to him
and achieved the same results. We wonder
what will be cancelletl, postponed or disrupted
next.
In all of this it should not be forgotten
that before "solutions," "pacts." or -agreements" are arrived at that full extent of the
problem of racial discrimination and the
limitations of San Jose State College in dealing with it should be kept fully in mind. The
last thing that this community wants is
capitulation or pacification which simply sows
the seeds of another full-blown crisis,
Richard Reels
4:r:oblate Representat
Connell

’Bigots Are to Blame
For Empty Stadium’
Editor:
Peace from riots? Football games? Sidewalks without black marchers and picket
signs? An end to an era of "burn baby, burn"?
We can have all this once the bigots,
"nigger-haters" and prejudiced so-and-so’s
realize that they and they alone are the
ones to blame for an empty Spartan Stadium
Saturday night. Think, you morons!
Jeff Mullins
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Pres. Clark Names
Four Faculty
Department Heads

SNAKING ITS WAY across campus, one of the
many scheduled registration lines of last week
grows in length. Meanwhile, nervous, foot -shifting SJS students wait for the anticipated and

dreaded run from packet pickup to class signup.
More than 22,000 students, the largest enroll.
ment ever recorded, will settle into the daily
routine of campus life in the coming weeks.

Frustrated Frosh Almost Quits
In Late Registration Clamor
By GREG BALKOVEK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Forlorn, frustrated, and frightened, many potential undergraduate SJS students may have thrown
up their hands in the registration
clamor this Fall and gone home
according to Mrs. Marjorie Lester, Tutorials program secretary.
Mrs. Lester recalls a Freshman
Spanish-American girl who came
to her for help last week.
The young woman was to register Friday and found all of her
classes filled. She could only register in remedial English, but also
needed a remedial reading course.
The young woman was about
to quit college when Mrs. Lester
returned to registration with her
Ik

Inv
’se
ak.
of

and got the courses she needed,
"I think freshmen are frightened
at registration and the information given them is somewhat inadequate," Mrs. Lester commented.
Dr. Harold J. DeBey, professor of chemistry and past chairman of the SJS Academic Council, the faculty policy-making body,
believes that it is the students
who are not vocal enough about
the lack of class space that are
hurt the most.
"It would be interesting," Professor DeBey asserts, "to find out
how many students are taking
classes they don’t want just to
stay in school or to avoid the
draft."
Governor Reagan’s budget cuts

Acting chairman for four departments in the school of Humanities and Arts have been
named by Dr. Robert Clark, President of SJS.
Appointees are: Dr. Roland F.
Lee, English department; Dr. Turley R. Mings, economics; Dr. Gerald Wheeler, history department;
and Maynard Stewart, art department.
Dr. Lee, a graduate of Baldwin.
Wallace College and Ohio State
University, joined the SJS faculty
in 1957. He replaces Dr. Graham
Wilson, who is on leave of absence.
A graduate of Occidental College, Dr. Mings replaces Dr. Norman Keiser who is on sabbatical.
He has been at SJS since 1957.
Dr. Wheeler is replacing Dr. H.
Brett Metendy, who is participating in a Ford Foundation administrative intern program at the University of Hawaii.
A graduate of the University of
California, Dr. Wheeler has been
teaching at SJS since 1957.
Replacing Dr. Warren Face,
who is on sabbatical leave, is Maynard Stewart. A member of the
SJS faculty since 1955, he is a
graduate of the University of
Utah.

are also a contributing factor, according to the professor.

Cafeteria Exit

’"The State says it won’t raise
the salaries of the instructors, but
we must admit the students. It is
the freshmen, sophomores and ethnic minority people who get hurt.
And these are the people who need
the education very badly," Dr. DeBey concluded.

The east exit of the Spartan
cafeteria will be closed during the
construction of the College Union,
according to John H. Amos, Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds.
The walk adjacent to the Art
Building will remain open.

(Continued from Page 1)
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College President Attempts To Meet
Protestor’s Discrimination Demands
Clark to cancel the ball game. "We
regret this disappointment to the
community and to our students,
but feel that we do not have the
right to take chances with people’s lives." he said.
Dr. Clark reported he has kept
in constant touch throughout the
week with the man ultimately responsible for higher education in
California State College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke.
But unfavorable reaction to the
president’s decision to cancel the
game came yesterday from State
Senator Clark Bradley, R-San
Jose, who attended yesterday’s
public hearing as "an Oise:. \ er"

Friday. September 22. 1967

He said he had just talked with
Governor Reagan and that the
governor was very concerned with
what is happening and also very
opposed to the cancellation.
Bradley warned the action could
establish a precedent and spread
to other colleges. He called the
militants’ threats a poker game
bluff, and added, "I think the
game should have gone on and the
violence met if it occurred. But I
don’t think it would have."
He said he had asked the State
Attorney General to look into the
matter of the "racial element"
which had reportedly threatened
to destroy property during the
L;ame.
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Paul
*a4 let
72 S. Fr ",r.
San Jose
Phone 297-0970

Exclusive Diamond Designs
by

jeweiehi
ppinq Cent:
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Fl,no 379.3051

Orange Blossom

Art Carved
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NEW AND RETURNING STUDENTS & FACULTY
PAUL’S YOUR CAMPUS JEWLER WELCOMES YOU
You are invited to visit downtown’s finest, and most elegant jewelry
store.
VISIT our store and get acquainted with the many services we have
to offer you.
FREE cleaning and checking of yourrings.
EXPERT watchmaker and jeweler on duty for fast and accurate service.
ENGRAVING by maste- jewelers.
plus
SEE the dazzling display of exquisite designs in diamond fashions.
SEE our large display of trophies and fraternal emblems.

Paul "ti

Watches by
OmegaRolexBulova
Complete Bridal Registry
featuring the finest in
ChinaStemwareSilver

When in Monterey
Visit Our New Store
710 Del Mote
Carmel -Hill, Monterey, Cal.

!Kim ter je4eier4
72 S. First St,
Sin Jose
Fl .

W.,1 late Shopp1ag Clinter
1600 Saratoqa Ave.
Phone 319 1054

*250/ off on used texts
*Convenient location
’Right on Campus’

claptait Seekitepe
"Right on Campus"
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Lockout
Limitations
Loosened

’Student Partnership’ Said Idea
OF ASB Experimental College
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Temporary St id e n t Body
President Vie Lee found that
"the Experimental College was
the bipic that came up first
in conversations about 5.15 at
the National Student Association
!NSA convention that I :it ill the Ltdtended this
ersity of Maryland."
This year’s program offers
(77 17’ 14
in all klretIS Of
more
interest
and
student
Mir:WS Will he added 11.5 interest
demands.
Instructo, for the ettorses
come from I,oth the stotlent

Parking Problem Still Unsolved
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Next tall. construction of the
I usiness building bet %Veen 11th and
10th Streets. north of San Antonio. will eliminate lot 13 and an
additional 231 spaces.
The new 2,000 car garage, mirrently on the drawing board, and
the Social Science building have
ltnitt-711 construction dates.
located he e,arage ((ill
tween 9th and 111th Street, north
of San Fernando.
Parking lot number four. with
a capacity of 150, will disappear
beneath the constrimt ion of the
11, au? Science structure.
I. -t’ year."
recalled.
ootially ,old 2.171,, permits for
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,,se 11,1 available."
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permits \sere
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and the faculty. The incalliql "organizers",
act only as aairmen since the
instructive material is provided
by student research and experience.
Over 125 students have enrolled in the program since the
start of registration week and
more names are being added all
of the time. Mrs. Finck expects
an enrollment of over 27.10 by
the time classes start next
week.
"The general meeting to be
held on Tuesday night will
bring all of the students and
organizers together and give additional students an opportunity
to register," according to Mrs.
Hock. Experimental College students need not he enrolled in
regular classes at SJS and faculty and staff members are invited to enroll.
Although only one of the
classes offered gives academic
credit. the program was very
popular last semester with some
of the classes going well into
the summer. Since the program
is unstructured, classes have
complete freedom to start and
stop meeting at the discretion
of the members.
In keeping with the informal
nature of the program, class
meetings ;ire usually held on the
lawns and in private apartments
around the campus.
_

ISO Meeting
2 FASHION CONSCIOUS JUNIORS
WITH SOME EXPERIENCE SELLING WOMEN’S WEAR FOR
ONE OF SAN JOSE’S BETTER SPECIALTY STORES FEATURING LEADING BRANDS OF INTIMATE APPAREL. GOOD
SALI‘,R’ IF YOU THINK YOU QUALIFY, AND CAN WORK
A REASONABLE AMOUNT OF HOURS COME AND
-.)DS OF SAN JOSE. 65 W. SANTA CLARA ST.

The Internationat student Organization will hold its first
ineeting of the semester today
at 3:377 in the faculty cafeteria.
Neu and old s.117.1 students fr
all over the world are invited to
the introductory get-together.
A film, "Ilawail-1*.s.A.," will
be shown and refreshments will
he "served.

Professor Visits
African Cities

10 GREAT NEW LP’S
HOW ON SALE
Pratt, Harurn

f +.4ED

Dr. Philip Persky, SJS professor
of English. visited Africa for ten
days this summer to evaluate an
1 nglish language materials project
msored by the Ford Foundation
:toll Southern Illinois University.
The language program for junto,
and senior officers in African civit
service was started in 1964. Dr.
Persky worked in Africa as a consultant through 1965.
This summer he was chairman
-,1 a committee of three evaluata.; the field work done in 1966.
. Dr. Persky left on August 22
and spent three days in the city
of Accra in Ghana ond seven days
in Lagoa, Nigeria,

:f

GALLERY OF TRIBAL
ARTS & CRAFTS
../zoressewiro=0
Si"

THE WEIGHTLESS
ALBATROSS
-eszvzooca

Flot;:nson

175 S. 1st St.
San Jose
294-2514
open 10 a.m.-I0 p.m. daily

Modified lockout and key privileges are in effect this semester
under the revised Associated Women Students regulations for approved housing, according to
Phyllis J. Sutphen, AWS advisor.
Lockout hours remain at 11
p.m. on weeknights and 2 a.m.
on weekends and weekday late
leaves remain at 12 midnight,
but weekend late leaves have
been extended to 3 a.m.
Late leaves and overnight permission slips must be secured by
10 p.m. Previous deadline was 8
p.m.
The other major change in
AWS regulations is the extension of key privileges. The Upper division Key Program, formerly known as the Senior Key
Program, now extends to academic juniors and seniors (60
or more units at the beginning
of the semester),
All women 20 or over are eligible provided they live in a living center which offers the program. Women under 21 must
have parental consent.
A campaign last fall semester
by the Spartan Daily to abolish
lockout precipitated an opinion
poll of women students by the
AWS during school elections last
spring.
The revisions were suggested
after investigation and consideration by the AWS Judicial
Board.

"Administration policy has refused, in the past, to accept the
student as a creative, functioning being." Prof. Edward A.
Dionne of the engineering
school states. "The student is
not allowed to participate actively in the functions of the college
community."
With the new administration
in Sacramento, there have been
extensive curtailments of government spending, but one solution to the problem of reduced
spending has hardly been tapped.
That is: use the intelligence of
the students at the college level,
in order to solve problems arising within the college community.
Prof. Dionne has presented this
as a practical step to reductions
of state expenditures. Last year,
the engineering school, throughout some of its classes, prepared traffic surveys and
studies. "These studies were not
even checked," Prof. Dionne remarked, "our recommendations
and studies were discarded. The
state then paid a professional
firm to complete the job, which
the students had previously completed."
’FEAR OF TRUTH’
"Much of the problem," Prof.
Dionne continued, "has resulted
from the administrations fear of
the truth. For this truth often
interferes with personal emotion."
The engineering school, as
,tated by Prof. Dionne is filled
oith creative, intelligent students who are, "Fully capable
- -

SELLS

ART SUPPLIES
Free Psychedelic Poster
With Purchase
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112 S. Second St.
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
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Student Discount On
Required Material List
MT. VIEW

FOR YOUR FAVORITE
LINGERIE
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LEOTARDF

Now 299
Only
575 1

By FAT TOBEI.1.0
Campus Life Editor
Three thousand college students from throughout Santa
Clara County will be tutoring
socially and culturally deprived
children under Operation Share
this year -if Gil Solano has his
way.
Solano, community development specialist with the Santa
Clara County Economic Opportunity Commission, founded Operation Share last year. Under
the program volunteer tutors
worked with children in Poverty
Area 4, including mainly the
central San Jose area composed
of 80 square miles and 80,000
people. Tutors work with one
child only, a unique feature of
Operation Share.
V01.1 NTEERS
Last Semester some 325 SJS
students worked through Solano’s office. Most of them were
assigned the work for child psychology or adolescent psychology
dames. This year Dr. Gene Medinnus, SJS professor of psychology, expects about 250 students
to participate from his classes.
He requires his child psychology students to put in two hours
of tutoring a week under Operation Share,
Dr. Norma Werner, assistant

Administrative Policy
’Snubs Students Talent’

tdr,;00,N YOUR MINI’

r 0.

Operation Share Sees
Increased College Aid

Fee Parking
VALLEY FAIR

of performing many of the jobs
that the administration hires
outside organizations and professionals to do."
"Such is what occurs in a
bureaucracy," Prof. Dionne continued, "the person with the
most power controls the situation."
"Unfortunately," he continued,
"the average person is swayed
by emotion not academic statement. For example, a group of
engineering students made a
study of noise and its physical
effects upon the ear.
SOUND HARMFUL
"It was found that certain
volumes of sound could be extremely detrimental to the ear.
But try and tell that to someone using a bull horn at full
volume in a crowded auditorium,
and he will most likely answer,
’the effect of the horn is more
important psychologically, to
support our stand, than psysilogically harmful to the audience.’
"Thus," Prof. Dionne concluded, "is the policy of the administration in relation to the
use of the students in the administering of Advertising, Engineering, Business, or any other
of the campus’ needs. They are
more involved with the way it’s
been done in the past rather
than what it should be."

Fraternity Smoker
Chi Pi Sigma Police and Penology Fraternity is sponsoring a
"smoker" for all male law enforcement administration or penology majors, Tuesday, Sept. 26,
in Mac Quarrie Hall, Room 523,
at 7:30 p.m.
A film will be shown on "Neutron Activation Analysis of
Physical Evidence," and a reception will follow at the fraternity house, 567 S. 8th St.
The neutron activation analysis system is a recently developed method of analyzing pieces
of evidence, particularly tiny
items such as dust particles, hair
strands, fingernails, and lint.
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GIRDLES
PANTIE GIRDLES
HOSIERY
TIGHTS
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WE GIVE BLUE CHIP STAMPS
FIRST NATIONAL CHARGE

98 SOUTH THIRD STREET
SAN JOSE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Aommie

PARKING VALIDATED
CONVENIENT
BANKAMERICARD MASTER CHARGE

65 W. SANTA CLARA ST.
SAN JOSE
PHONE 293-2815

OPERATION SHARE tutor Pat Priegel, a senior home economics
major, coaches her student on a school assignment. SHARE
provides tutors who double as understanding friends for children
who need special help with schooling. SJS has supplied the program with teachers since last spring.
Professor of psychology who also
had her classes participating
last spring, expects about 200
of her students to tutor this
semester.
Solano has higher expectations
of recruitment, however. This
year instead of concentrating in
Area 4 the program is going
county-wide. "We have offices
provided for us by every college
in the county except one," he
says. Temporary headquarters at
SJS is in the Children’s House,
across Ninth Street from the
Health Building.
SENDS REPRESENTATIVES
To reach his goal of 3,000 student tutors, Solano plans to send
representatives from his office
tor himself I to talk to college
classes in the areas of psychology, sociology, health education,
home econothics and education.
He plans to cover the SJS campus next week.
"I will never again teach just
a textbook class in child psychology," says Dr. Medinnus. "A
textbook class in this subject
just isn’t good enough."
Last spring, says Dr. Merlinnus, many of the child and adolescent psychology classes required students to tutor under
the program. Dr. Werner, offers
an alternative to tutoring for
her adolescent and child psychology students, but out of two
hundred only three were unable
to tutor this semester.
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
In the past, Operation Share
has worked in close cooperation
with San Jose Unified School
District. One elementary school
provided a separate room for the
tutors, including various types of
teaching aids and equipment. A
teacher of remedial students also worked closely with the SJS
tutors.
In the spring San Jose Unified sent some teachers and two
principals over to SJS for an
orientation session for new tutors. This was in answer to the
previous tutors’ complaint that
they had not been well prepared for their venture.
NEW DEVELOPMENT
A new development in the
spring program, which will be
carried over this fall, is an emphasis on cooperation with the
children’s homes. Tutors this
semester will go to the homes instead of schools, and Solano’s
office supplies people to make
the initial introductions on the
first night of tutoring, if one is
needed. Solano’s office also does
all the administrative, or "leg"
work, such as finding out which
children are in need of tutoring, their addresses, and so on.
Solano’s proposals have value
for both sides iSJS students and
the F.00," says Dr. Medinnus.
"The students get to know the
problems of underprivileged mimizrv

anti

nority children in a very intimate way. It is a cross-cultural
exchange, and is an introduction
to the problems that many of
our students will be facing later
on as teachers, psychologists and
social workers."
The tutors in Dr. Medinnus’
classes discuss their problems
and share ideas about tutoring
during class time. In the past,
"we have tried to bring in theEy. and find ways to integrate
our actual experience with our
textbook," says Medinnus. "Tutoring has made our textbook
learning come alive."
Dr. Werner is also concerned
with application of theories
learned in college. "A great deal
of what we teach is pretty abstract . . . Cold print is different from being confronted by a
child who can do rvi.1.-"ng but
stare at you," she says.
PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
She is concerned more with
building a personal relationship
between tutor and child than
with schooling. "Most of the difficulty with these children is motivation. Often the first breakthrough for them is the feeling
of wanting to please their tutor." The program also "opens
a new world for the tutor as
well as for the child," according to Dr. Werner.
But her main interest lies with
her students "My function here
is as a teacher," she explains. "I
make a severe demand on my
students to establish a personal
relationship with the child, and
then step back and think andwrite about it as an analytical
psychologist."

P.E. Prof Named
New Journal Head
Dr. James S. Bosco, SJS physical education professor, has been
named editor of the Journal of
the Association for Physical and
Mental Rehabilitation.
The national publication is published six times yearly and includes articles from the medicine,
occupational therapy, physical education and psychiatry fields. Dr.
Bosco’s editorship is effective for
three years.
Dr. Bosco has been an SJS faculty member since 1961 and was
one of eight professors to receive
Distinguished Teaching Awards for
"excellence in college teaching"
last spring.
A specialist in the study of physical fitness, he is research editor
for Modern Gymnast Magazine and
a research associate at the NASA
Research Laboratory.
He is a Springfield College
graduate and received his master’s
degrees from the University of
Illinois

pillar pre.u.nis

PETE SEEGER
Thurs., Sept. 28-8:30 p.m.
SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Proceeds it ilse San Jose
Peace Center
Admission $2.50, $3.00 and $3.75. Tickets on sale at San Jose
Box Office, 40 West San Carlos, CY 5-0888.

Jonah’s Wail
’Still Alive,’
Says Clergy
Its etivt TRAEGER
spartan Gaily staff %later
Squelching i’llinOrs that Jot
nah’s Wail, a student night spot,
was forcibly closed down, Rev.
Roy Hoch and Fr. Richard G.
Younge said Wednesday that the.
coffee house is tentatively scheduled to (awn Feday. September
29.
"It was closed only because
members of the staff attended
conferences and were on vacation." said Rev. Hoch.
Jonah’s Wail, located downstairs in the Campus Christian
Center, at 10th and San Carlos
Streets, opened last spring. It
offered coffee, entertainment and
conversation, and was an himediate hit as "someplace to go"
near campus.
Current plans for the Wail
call for a similar, but expanded
format. It will be open 9 a.m.5 p.m. weekdays and 9-12 Thursday through Sunday nights.
Since there is :in effort to make
The Wail more of a campus
ministry, those admitted are expected to have student body
cards.
The coffee house is a student
run program, so it can only continue if there is enough student
help, according to the chaplains.
"If there is no student staff, the
Wail will close," said Rev. Hoch.
"If they want it, they’ll have to
work in it." stated Fr. Younge.
The coffee house may not
even open on schedule if the student program planning committee doesn’t get organized. The
chaplains urged those interested
in working at Jonah’s Wail to
come to the Center and volunteer.
The Wail needs a general
manager or programmer, as well
as people for serving and working in the kitchen. Since the
coffee house is concerned with
both conversation and entertainment, people are wanted who
would like to he trained in the
meaning of "coffee house ministry."
Rev. Hoch explained this term
as applying to volunteers who
circulate during coffee house
hours and he perceptive enough
to ask question s, provoke
thought and stimulate conversation.

A Cappella Choir
Begins Rehearsal
For Fall Dates
Ii
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Under the direction of William Erlendson, professor of
music, the San Jose State A
Cappella Choir began its first
rehearsal
for
this
semester
Wednesday.
The 88-voice choral group, the
largest in the history of the organization, will perform this
semester at various dates, and
their repertory includes "The
Childhood of Christ," "The Belshazzar’s Feast" and Handel’s
oratory "Messiah."
The choir is an activity class
within the Music Department
and is open to all students.
Selection is on a tryout basis.
Only those selected are able to
register for the class.
Erlendson organized the choir
when he joined the SJS music
faculty in 1931. The choir has
gained recognition from various
concerts given in the northern
California area.
Erlendson said, "The purpose
of the A Cappella Choir is to
give students musical experience
in singing the finest choral litre lure."
LOU Tarrison, professor of mil sic, is composing a special piece
for the San Francisco Ballet.
The A Cappella Choir will perform the vocal parts of the
?Mime,
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’Ouchless’ Band-Aides Supply
College Band’s Female Touch
itiiasA GA% Is:
Spartan Daily stall %%tater
Divide 12 girls into in all male
band and the result is the counterpart to the San Jose State
Marching Band known as the
"Band-Aides."
Led by Suzi Seydel Hathaway
the 12 member corps performs
as an added attraction and helps
to feature a female touch to the
strictly masculine organization.
Tryouts began at the start of
the spring semester, and the

4
DONNA CHAMBERS
girls were chosen on their ability to dance.
Since the group is a precision
dance corps, the team of judges
were looking for girls who were
tall and on the slim side, Personal attractiveness and ability
to cooperate was also a very

Galleries Due
To Open Monday
At Villa Montalvo
Featuring the work of the
Saratoga Contemporary Artists,
the art galleries at Villa Montalvo beginning Monday are displaying handmade jewelry, oil
paintings and watercolors until
Oct. 22.
The group is made up of professional artists, artist educators
and active college students interested in stimulating community interest in art.
A broad spectrum of work is
reflected in the Saratoga Contemporary Artist exhibit. The
variety of techniques and styles
shows the involvement of its
members in working creatively
within the framework of professional standards.
In the three years since the
last Montalvo exhibit, various
members of the group have gathered many prizes in art shows
throughout California.
Dr. John D. Fuller, Santa
Cruz physician, has on display
some of his handmade jewelry,
oil paintings and watercolors at
the art exhibit.
Dr. Fuller and his wife, Decla,
operate a jewelry making shop
where they fashion one of a
kind jewelry pieces in gold, silver and other metals.
Oils and watercolors painted
by Dr. Fuller have been exhibited at DeYoung Museum, the
California State-wide art show
at Santa Cruz, the Madonna Festival at Los Angeles, the Walnut Creek Grape Festival and
the Valley Fail. art show in San
Jose.
Mrs. Fuller, co-designer and
partner in the jewelry making
endeavor, is a musician and composer. She has also designed and
created stage sets for the Santa
Cruz Children’s Theater for
many years.
Villa Montalvo is one-half
mile from Saratoga, on Saratoga -Los Gatos Road. The in galleries are open Tuesday through
Sunday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
There is no admission charge.
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Topic: "The Naughty Puritan"
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important lid ii’ in the ...inseteration of the women.
According to Mrs. Hathaway 75
girls auditioned for the five
opening positions for this year’s
squad.
Practicing on the average of
12 hours is week, the girls perform at each home game and
wherever the band is performing. Their routine lasts approximately one minute and 15 seconds.
Usually their performance is in
the middle of the half-time
show. The extra spice and color
that the girls add is developed
with props that fit into the
theme of that week’s entertainment performed by the band.
The costumes the girls wear
vary with each performance and
theme.
Mrs. Hathaway said, "This is
the best group of girls that I
have been connected with. Their
personalities are very congenial."
The dances for the half-time
shows are made up by the leader
of the group with the added
suggestions of the girls themselves.
Since the organization is only
made up of 12, it is a necessity
that the girls work together
and as a unit. "Various num-

kers %%ere tried t, ,r the group,
but the perfect number is 12."
remarked Mrs. Hathaway.
Retinning students from last
Borad,
are
I.i/
learn
years

Varied Schedule
Slated This Fall
At SJS Gallery
An active: tall schedule at exhibitions has been prepared be
the SJS art department.
Currently on exhibit at the Art
Gallery IA 1281 is the first of a
four-part exhibition by faculty
members.
Titled "Within the Painted
Space," the 41 two-dimensional
paintings Will la, .41
lusts lay
through this Friday
Three dimensional sculpt elre
and paint i ngs entitled "3-D"
will be shown Sept. 24 to 29,
followed by ’The Spectrum of
Crafts,"
featuring works
in
varied media, Oct. 1 to 6.
The final faculty exhibit will Ix’
"The Graphic Sensibility." showing graphics, photographs, design and advertising design, Oct.
8 tel 13.

SUZI (SEYDEL) HATHAWAY
)i,ttt
I lianilwrs, Betty Ann
Limas, Pion Simmons, and Suzi
Seydel Hathaway.
Selected for this semester’s
team are Sally Anne Ericksen,
Ingrid Mikkelsen, Christy Nelson, Coco O’Neal, Ruth Rylan,
Betty Jo Thtirpe and Susie
Weber

Preview parties for the exhibits will be held Sunday, Oct.
I and Oct. 8 from 6 to 8 p.m.
at the Art Gallery.
Following the faculty exhibit
other showings will include the
National Ins imat ion:, I Photography Show, Oct. 16 to Nov. 3;
"The Magnificent Image," Nov.
6 to 22; a "One-Man Invitational," Nov. 27 to Dec. 8; and a
Christmas art sale, Dec. 11 to 15.

Current Happenings
STAGE
At the Curran in San Francisco, "Dumas and Son," starring Hermione Gingold and Edward Everett Horton began last
Tuesday. It will run for seven
weeks.
At the Co
ittee Theater in
San Francisco, "America Hurrah," three one-act plays are
currently being run. It is a satiric glance at contemporary
America.
"You’re A Good Man Charlie
Brown" is at the Little Fee: in
San Francisco. It is an offBroadway musical based on
Charles Schultz’s comic strip,
"Peanuts,"
The Johnny Mathis show continues at the Circle Star in San
Carlos, Our Young Generation, a

Grad Drama Student
Wins Shubert Award
William
Durkee,
San
Jose
State graduate student in
drama, was selected last semester to receive a $2500 fellowship for playwriting from the
Shubert Foundation.
He was chosen by a drama department board that picks one
recipient each year from SJS.
Last year’s Shubert fellow was
Eddy Emanu
Durkee will write under the supervision of Dr. Harold C. Crain,
professor of drama,
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folksinging group, share the bill.
Edie Adams and Jimmy Durante open Tuesday.
The Actor’s Repertory Theater, 25 W. San Salvador, is currently producing, "Rain," which
begins at 8:30 p.m. tonight and
tomorrow.
The King Dodo theater in
Saratoga will present "Harvey"
at 8:40 tonight and "Any Wednesday" tomorrow at 8:40 p.m.
The Gaslighter Theater, 3166
Monterey Road, will present
"Tatters, or, The Bartender’s
Daughter" at 8:30 tonight and
tomorrow.
SCREEN
Fox "El Dorado," and "Two
Weeks In September."
Studio- "The Silencers," and
"Murderer’s Row."
C.A. "The Collector," and
"The Endless Summer."
Jose ---"War Lock," and "Guns
it Navarone."
Gay "To Love," and "World
Without Shame."
Fox Town :end Country"Hawaii."
Century 21 -"Doctor Zhivago."
Century 22- -"The Sound of
Music."
Century 23 "The Sand Pebbles."
and
"Matchless,"
Garden
"The Hills Run Red."
Towne "Cul de Sac,- and
"The Deadly Affair."
Cinema 150 "A Man For All
Seasons."
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Cinema Burbank "My Sister, My Love," and "Knife In
The Water."
Saratoga -"You’re A Big Boy
Now" and "Ciamterfeit Constable."
Plaza- "The Jokers" and "To
Kill A Mockingbird."
Spartan
Auto
Movie
"In
The Heat of the Night" and
"The Pawnbroker. ART
Chenoweth -Edward J. ’Limbelma n presents underwater
photography at the gallery located at. 14567 Big Basin Way
in Saratoga.
Gallery House Graphics by
Steve Osborn, paintings by Jean
McCandless, and pottery by Florence Moore, at 538 Ramona in
Palo Alto,
Triton Museum Photographs
by Brian Firth, Lee Bailey and
Gene Antisdie, paintings and
drawings by Michael Cunningham, sculpture and drawings by
Cat avitglia

Friday Reptenlher

Colossal Classic
Surefire Seller
Editor’s %.,,te: In a recent ruling. it was etinounced that Cr, tfornia state college students
now have to pay for the ie,,viously free general catalog ,d
t heir colleges. The
one writer’s view of SJS’
coal catalog, which he preibil,
will jump to the top of the non seller list.

by BOB KENNEY
Spartan Milly Stair WrItrr
This paperback, although li.1111in its character portrayal.
has a scope: matched only Is:; .,
Cecil B. 1 itNlille classic. T

MI

in -awl) massiee nontoers that
the reader neeer COMPS to under ’mid their’ other than in a shell%-ae ur-,:t11% nte-er knowing
.
ti their proI

I -id
h

tot* this ma -

s.o:opanion

work will not apThe;
peal to it, majority at young
s. Isv. but the serious
people
and mallet,. will survive through
it. I have also heard that many
men prefer this work to another current hest -seller, "Army
.

author, leeks, prefers to
unidentified I,

has

with

en.

understanding managed to u:
fold a panorama of man which
soars beyond the imagination of
today’s average college student.
The only real flaw in this contemporary epic is that the reader finds that at the Very minimum it will take him at least
four years to complete the book.
And even then he will have had
to skip large portions of it.
It soon becomes apparent that
it is a work concerned more
with plot than character. In
fact, the author spends the initial three-quarters digressing on
numerous topics which, however
interestingly presented, might
leave the reader with a feeling
of regret after having spent so
much titne studying them.
Finally, towards the end when
the author does introduce most
of his rharitetem he does so

Durante, Adams
To Join Forces
Jimmy
Adams

Durante
will

join

and

Edie

forces

next

Trace:day night when they open
a week-long engagement at the
Circle Star theatre in San Car-
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CASH
DISCOUNT
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los.
Durante appeared at the San
Carlos theater-in -the -round once
before in 1965. This will be the
4111 & William
first appearance in the Penin6th & Keyes
sula area for Miss Adams.
10th & Taylor
Durante’s long-time buddies.
13f5 & Julian
Eddie Jackson and Sonny King,
isillal,o he on the bill
Nammaiemieumeretsemmsmsatesettsssetem.
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Team Comments
On Cancellation

Grid Spirit High

Spartans Always Ready
Free of any crippling injuries,
showing improvement with each
practice, sky-high with spirit were a few of the phrases used by
grid coach Harry Anderson to describe his team’s practice sessions
this past week.
In short, the Spartans were
ready both mentally and physica I ly
to battle University of Texas at
El Paso Saturday in SJS’ home
opener.
It is no surprise then to hear
the coaches and athletes’ remarks
to the cancellation of tomorrow’s
UTEP contest.
The reigning emotion that
emerged from both coaches and

players was disappointment. with
a hint of determination to make
the rest of the scason successful
despite the UTEP cancellation.
"Morale in practice has been
good, terrific in fact, Anderson
said. "But it is tough to prepare
for a game and then have it taken ’
away from you. Most of the play- !
ers I have talked to were shocked
and confused by the whole situation that has arisen this past
week," he added.
Physically, the Spartans are in
great shape, especially compared
Ii last year at this time when several starters were (Tippled.
Junior end Valt Blackledge has1

Varsity Poloists Invade
’Classroom’ Tonight
Its been said you learn from
your elders, but the Spartan Var.
sity water poloists may he doing
the teaching tonight when SJS
battles the Alumni at 8 p.m. in
the SJS pool.
The Spartan varsity will be out
to make it six in a row over the
Alumni. Last year coach Lee Walton’s crew stunned the grads, 19-8.
Manning the teaching chores for
the varsity will be All-Americans
, Greg Hind and Steve Hoberg, Tim
Dennis
Belli,
John
Halley,
Schmidt, and Bill Gerdts.
All-American Bob Likins and
Dennis Lombard will alternate as
lie,
WALT BLACKLEDGE ... Ready to play.

SIS Harriers To Compete
Withcut Lydon and Santos
coach Ted Baluio,’ ei.,..eoliniry
squad will he without thy services
of two top ronnyrs S:11’11.1,* Wilon
the Spartans conmem in the Long
0 51 hyrn
Beach 1n it at re
California

HENRI’S
F. attiring

0 kk
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Ted Lydon. No, 3 man on Mc
squad. and Pete Santos, No. 3.
won’t do any traveling this weekend. Lydon is out with a bad knee
and Santos with a sore foot.

::,reoinyg.e.rwritfeonnsi:avidly. .Lihtariviiiofbefeni -i
Intramurals
; good *group to start out against."
After tonight’s "preview" of the
FOOTBALL
1967 Spartan poloists, everything
Re vember that football team
entries are due today in the office will be for keeps.
Next Friday SJS opens their
of intramural director Dan Unruh.
On Monday, team captains and 18-game drive to a possible NCAA
sports managers meet at 3:30 p.m. championship with Cal Poly from
in room MG 201 to discuss seed- Pomona in the Spartan pool.
Prior to the start of the varing of teams, rules, playoffs, and
eligibility problems. Also on Mon- sity-alumni game, the freshman
day there will be an Officials team led by Bob Wake and Jim
Clinic where game assignments, Williamson, will clash with Mark
rules, and responsibilities will be Spitz and the Santa Clara High
School squad. Game time is 7 p.m.
discussed.

Filling in the vacated shoes will
14 Br rni( Kraus and Mike Bailey.
Darold Dent, Dave Funderburk,
Erich Russell, Charlie August and
Independent foot ball begins
Dooe Barni will also make the
Wednesday and fraternity action
rip.
The Spartans will be facing the following day. The independ-.one stiff competition Saturday ent teams play on Mondays and
Wednesdays and the Greeks on
11 I) schools like San Diego State
All
Thursdays.
and
iiii II schools champion last Tuesdays
yyar USC. UCLA, and the 49’er games begin at 3:45 p.m.
Alpha Tau Omega has domintrack club in attendance.
ated fraternity grid action the last
mime the runners from the
two seasons. In 1965 they were
clah is John Lawson, 1963
the All -College champions and last
,Thss-coont my champion.
year captured the fraternity title,
losing the All -College ChampionI ship game to Me and Them.

SOON SCENES
woosert,

The
Soaring Spectacle
of The llo). al Ballet

Walton listed Schmidt and AllAmerican Jack Likins as probable
starters. Both have seen limited
action this week due to the flu.
"We’re averaging two or three
players sick, due to the flu." Walton reported. "It’s been going
through the whole team."
Playing the role as "students"
tonight will be 1966 grad, Bruce
Hobbs, who was an All-American
goalie while at SJS.
Also seeing action will be John
Williams, team captain and defensive standout last year.
Filling out the possible starting
seven will be Sheldon Harmats,
Chuck Cadigan, Larry Lefner,
Kevin Currlin and John Henry.
(Alumni) should be
They

FALL SPORTS
Friday, Sept. 29, is the deadline
for tennis entries. Matches begin
Oct. 5.
Signups for 2 -man volleyball
and the "Little 500" bicycle race
will be taken starting Tuesday.

4,.nsurpassed

Grace
of Margot Fonteyn

COLLEGE DISCUSSION GROUP

292-5404

294-7033 Home -298-37I8

The
Incomparable Artistry
of Rudolf Nureyev

BALLET

soccer

coach Julie Menendez optimistic
about the 1967 season.
"I am

pleased with

the new-

comers," said Menendez, "especially Arthur Romswinckel of Brillo
College, Sarni! Deus of College of
San Mateo, Zelko Pavic of Yugoslavia, and Luis Mintegui of Spain."

Mango-la, in his third year on
the vanity, won second team AllAmerican honors as a sophomore
and was prevented from honors
last season when he sustained a
knee injury.
Comacho transferred last year
from Merritt J.C. and in his first
year at SJS gained a second team
All-American spot.
A fine defensive player, Gary
Iacini is returning along with Fred
Nourzad, Ed Storch, Bob Reed,
and Bob Davis.
Last year’s JV team is contributing
tgits leading scorer Bob Boo-

A. J. Brommer, Pastor

..COLOR

A large group of transfer students is making Spartan

Student tickcts fin. he Stanford football game on Saturday,
Sept. 30, will go on sale Monday
In the Student Affairs Office from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. They will also
be on sale there Tuesday.
On Wednesday and Thursday,
tickets will be on sale in the Student Affairs Office and at stations
in front of the bookstore and on
Seventh street. The tickets are reserved by section only and will
Cost $1.50 for ASH card holders.
The deadline for purchasing tickets is Thursday at 5 p.m.

Two blocks from campus
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.

"FRIENDS,
ROMANS AND
STUDENTS ...

Spartan grititters t%ort in high spirits luiuig liii’s this week
but the cancellation of the UTEP game caused gilt ii disappointment among the players. iiere are some of their comments on the
cancellation:
Walter shiwkley, senior halfback "We’ll he hack out practicing
for Stanford hut this was a major blow we suffered."
Walt Diackiedge, enlor split end "This hurts the entire team,
not just the Negro athletes. Housing and fmtball are two different
items. My personal housing situation in no way affects my performance on the field."
Randy Cardin, senior defensive tackle - "It is a psychological letdown we’ve suffered, all we’ve got to look forward to is Stanford."
John Payne, senior defensive tackle -"By this time of the week
it’s only natural instinct to he looking forward to a game, we really
wanted a crack at them IUTEIM."
Danny Holman, senior quarterback "I’m disappointed, athletics
shouldn’t be under this much fire as there is no discrimination as
far as I know."
Jack Brubaker, senior defensive end "This is a serious blow to
our team, I can’t see why they are taking their venom out on the
athletic department."
Nell Powers, sophomore finehacker---"Athletics has helped the
Negroes more than most areas of campus life activity. They’re aiming
their protests at the wrong spots."
Joel Stonebraker, sophomore guard --"Most of the players wanted
to meet UTEP Saturday and all of those that I talked to saw no discrimination in the athletic department."
Jay Will, junior defensive end --"I sympathize with their housing
problem but fail to find foundations for the discrimination charges
toward the athletic department."
Jim Ferryman, sophomore linebacker- -"It’s going to effect our
play because everyone was up. The morale has been high and we
were confident we could beat UTEP. We’ll conic hack strong against
Stanford."
Steve Brennan, sophomore end "We have had good practices
since Monday and there hasn’t been any trouble between the players.
We’re ready to play anytime and we’ll be high for our next game,
whenever it is."

Newcomers Long and Hard
Frosh Plan Polo Season
Look Good
To Menendez

The Spartans will have experience this year with the return of
senior goalie Frank Mangiola and
last season’s leading scorer Henry
Camacho.

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and II a.m.

R. Nicholus, VicarOffice

205

Stanford Tickets
Available Monday

FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
Lutheran ChurrhMissourg Synod
374 South 3rd Street

The

been given the green light to play
:ate,. missing the Arizona State
opener last Saturday. The 64,
pound letterman has had knee
trouble since fall practice got underway, but is ready to go full
steam against Stanford.
Danny Holman has been suffering front a sprained finger the list
week hut will be completely
healed by the Indian contest.
Starting defensive tackle Mike
Spitzer suffered a recurrence of
a knee injury he had last spring,
hut the knee is only’ sore and
slightly swollen, so he will he
ready by next week.
’If we were a team with a lot
of injuries this week’s rest would
probably he beneficial to us, but
we were ready for UTEP, both
physically’ and mentally," Anderson said.
"I don’t know if this lay-off will
hurt us, only time will reveal this,
but it certainly won’t help us,"
the Spartan mentor added.
Anderson believes that his team
must have competition to improve.
"After a certain point, only gamecontact can aid a team in improving. The players get tired of playing against each other. Game experience is what this team needs
and we must play to keep sharp,"
Anderson said.
The Spartans will practice this
afternoon and then hold a gamecondition scrimmage Saturday
morning on the Suit Is Campus
practice field.

gaThe
only losses on the Spartan’s
fine 9-2 record last year were
pair of overtime defeats to USF.
One of the setbacks was in conference play and the second came
in the NCAA Western Regional
quart erf inals.
Following the season opener
against Westmont next Friday, the
Spartans begin conference action
with UOP Oct. 7 at Stockton.
The big game against USF is at
Spartan Stadium Oct. 18.

SJS’ freshman water poloists
will find the road long and hard
this season to match last year’s
Northern California championship
won by coach Lee
Walton’s
Spartans.
Tonight the frosh tackle their
second foe of the young season,
battling Santa Clara High School
at 7 p.m. in the SJS pool. Last
night the Spartans toppled Wilcox, 17-6.

The picture is not as bleak as
might be expected for Walton.
He has two high school AllAmericans in Bob Wake and Jim
Williamson.
Wake and Williamson are products of Await High School, which
has been rated No. 1 in the nation
the last three years. Greg Hind,
SJS’s varsity star is also from
Await.
EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS
"Both played on the Foothill
’B’ team this summer, winning
the Junior Nationals in Visalia,"
Walton commented. "Together
they have the equivalent of eight
years of water polo experience.
They are exceptional players
alert, fine shootersand both have
a good knowledge of the game."
Guarding the goal for the

Schlink to Coach

"I am thrilled at having a young
man of Steve’s caliber aiding me
to coach this year’s frosh," Morrison said. "He has tht. dedication,
perserverance and ability to directly attack any prehlom and conquer it."
The 6-6 Schlink closed out his
cage career last spring with a
second -team WCAC selection. He
also
-Wen honorable mention
on the All . ,;Area team.
A P.E. major,
will
graduate from SJS in June, lie
plans to become a coach and
teacher in future years.
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"We play a 14 -game schedule
this year with a possible tournament at the end of the season,"
he added. "In the last five years
we have either won or placed second in the championships but it
will be difficult to repeat this
year."
tonight’s encounter with
In
Santa Clara, the frosh will have
their hands full.
Leading the Panther attack will
be swimming phenomenon Mark
Spitz.
Spitz, a senior, is a comnination
long distance man and sprinter.
He swims the 200, 400, butterfly
and long distance free-style races,
according to Walton.
"It’s been said he will win from
four to eight gold medals in the
Olympics," he remarked. "He is
tabbed the finest swimmer in the
country."

CiiRIST

Service*:
I !lin

\TAR(

14 MAN SQUAD
"We have a 14 -man squad this
year," Walton reported. "Eight of
them have played polo before. The
others I recruited out of gym
classes. Some of them have done
high school swimming but never
have participated in water polo."
One of the fast rising newcomers to the game on the frosh
squad is Brad Tompkins from Del
Mar.
learning very
"Tompkins is
quickly," Walton commented. "He
has good size and is a real hard
worker. lie should be challenging
the experienced players for a spot
as a starter before too long.
"This is the biggest cross-section of ability we’ve had since f
came here seven years ago," he
said. "We have some outstanding
players and fellows who are just
learning.
HARD TO REPEAT

Steve Schlink, top scor(T and
rehounder on last year’s SJS basketball squad, will serve as an
assistant coach on the 1967-611
freshman cage team, frosh coach
Stan Morrison announced Wednesday.

1)1SC11’i,ES

Spartans is Jim Valentine, from
California High School in Southern California.
"Valentine is a real dedicated
worker," Walton said. "He has
good leg support which is necessary for a goalie."
Rounding out the Spartan starting seven are John Miles, Keith
Bonner, Mike Eckgren and Paul
Mikalotio

ORSHIP

Chapel of Reconciliation
Tenth and San Carlos

. . . now you can send the Spartan Daily to
your folks back home for only $4.50 a semester. All you

have to do is drop by the

Student Affairs Business Office (Building R)
between the hours of 9 a.m, to noon and
1 pro. until 5 pm.. and place your subscription."

Topic: "The Naughty Puritan"
Campus Pastor: Don Emmel

Phone 298-2040

"these sirs ices are under the United Campus Christian
Ministry as a united ministry of the Disciples of
Church. awl the United 1.1itirch
Unitol i’r,’rlt%
Congregational I fir
!’:111 .111‘,1. Siiite I .1)111‘ge
of Chrii
cairpos.
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First Christian Church.
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Lee Expresses Interest in NSA;
Says Accepted View’ Warped’
By BOB KENNEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS students may have a larger
stage upon which to present their
political opinions if student government reverses its past attitude
and joins the National Student
Association. I NSA I,
The NSA has risen intact out
of last spring’s turbulence, when
it was linked with the CIA. Vic
Lee, temporary st uden t body
president. is avain expressing his
interest in the possibility of SJS’
entry into the association.

ficial for SJS to belong to both NSA also uses as many means as
organizations.
possible to provide information on
national and world affairs.
KLEEMAN DISAGREES
In its recent Congress NSA
Lee’s view, however, is not dealt with such matters as the
shared by Gary Kleeman, SJS stu- Vietnam War and Black Power.
dent and national vice-president But Lee feels NSA’s involvement
of ASG.
in international affairs has been
Kleeman said the purpose of stu- presented to the public in a disdent government is to provide in- torted manner.

formation on national and international affairs, but not to take
definite political positions.
He mentioned that SJS’s entry
into NSA had been proposed many
"People get this warped view times previously but had been sucof the NSA as radicals devoted cessively rejected.
This came out out of the feelto international affairs," said Lee,
who recently attended the August ing among student council memstudent government
NSA Congress at the University bers that
of Maryland. He was invited as a should not take stands on interconsultant on the concept of Free national affairs, he said.
But Lee said he feels SJS would
Higher Education in California.
benefit from NSA membership, as
FUNDS CUT
well as ASG membership. "We at
Lee pointed to the fact that the SJS can afford to join both orfunds which were cut were mostly ganizations at the present time
in the international program. Also, as long as they have something
membership has increased by 20 to give us."
schools since the controversy last
WIDER FIELD
spring.
NSA’s large membership would
At present SJS is a member of
the Associated Student Govern- give SJS a wider field in interments of the United States LASGO, col legi a t e communication, Lee
a smaller college association con- says. It would also open greater
cerned wholly with national mat- room for student expression on
ters. Lee said it would be bene- International affairs. Lee adds that

Experimental College

information

counselling’

will soon be offered to San Jose
State male students similar to the
program of "Draft Help" at San
Francisco State.
SJS’

version,

"A

Seminar

in

Non -Violence," is being organized

by the Experimental College.
The seminar, headed by George
L. Collins, Bay Area representative
for the Fellowship of Reconciliation, is not sponsored by the SJS
Associated Student Body as is
SFS’ "Draft Help."
Lack of ASB support of a draft
program at SJS is probably due
Lokey may he contacted at the
to the conservative Council, said
Gene Lokey, administrative assist- student union for additional information.
ant at the college union.

Election Boar d Vacancies
Delay Second ASB Election
The ASB election board has been
handicapped by the resignation of
its chairman and two members.
Chairman Al Peponis quit due
to illness and two more members
followed his resignation. According to Vic Lee, temporary ASB
president, the election will not be
held until he appoints a full board.
The president must nominate
replacements and then have twothirds of the student council approve the appointments. Interviews for the positions are in progress today.
When the board meets it will
decide whether to open the election to till candidates or to carry
over the same names on last year’s
ballot.
Lee admits the second alternative would create the same problems of the last election in one
big rehash.
Last spring John Bruckman was
disqualified when he violated the
election code. ASB President Jerry
Spolter then resigned his position
to Vic Lee, vice-president.
Lee said he is certain that the

Paso

17e onikikv 42 catth
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of

possible

racial

was commended yester’ day by the SJS History Depart’ meat.
In a statement released yesterday by the history department.
Acting Chairman Gerald E.
Wheeler gave President Clark full
support of the history department
in his decision to cancel the game.

4

The Civilian Defense Siren, located on top of pole number 25,
on Seventh Street received a new coat of forest green paint
last Wednesday. Workmen are shown here. taking the cone off
to paint over the old yellow paint. The painting was paid for
by the Federal Government and the city of San Jose.

Custodian To Receive
Refund on Insurance University
ACSCP continued to deduct $3
per month from Bellis’ check,
while he and Richard Murphy, SJS
housing manager, wrote letters in
an attempt to resolve the mistake.
Bellis wrote a letter to the
"Action Line" of the San Jose
Mercury a month ago. Through investigation it was discovered that
the continued deduction in pay
was for association membership
dues.
The hospitalization was cancelled three years ago, but the
membership was only cancelled
last weekend at the association’s
executive committee meeting in
Sacramento.
The ACSCP executive committee decided Bellis should not be
billed for a membership he didn’t
want or use. They authorized a
refund of the $85 dues they have
withheld during the past three
years.

because

iolence

Wheeler commended President
Clark for having the "wisdom anti
integrity" to cancel the game "in
placing individual safety above the
pressure to allow a major sporting event to run its course . . ."
"The History faculty affirms its
(President
support
for y o ii r
Clark’s I public statements, anti
that of the Executive Committee
of the Academic Council, calling
for immediate eradication of any
vestiges of discrimination within
our academic community."

Status for SJS
Delayed at Least a Year
by RITA PEDERSEN
Spartan Daily Wire Editor

University status for SJS has
been delayed for at least another
year, according to Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos, (D-San Jose I.
Vasconcellos is co-author of Assembly bill 946, which would grant
state college trustees the authority to give university status to any
of the 19 state colleges.
The bill was passed by the Assembly, but was refused approval
by the Senate Governmental Efficiency Committee July 1 and
was referred to an interim committee for further consideration.
When the legislature reconvenes. Jan. 6, 1968, the bill will

receive a recommendation for or
against consideration and will be
sent to either the Senate Education or Governmental Efficiency
Committee, Vasconcellos said.
The San Jose legislator said he
believes the bill will be approved
eventually, although next June
may be too early.
Vasconcellos believes state college trustees should be allowed to
grant university status to qualified
colleges because they are "universities and they should be called
what they are."
He also believes it will improve
the public image of the colleges,
allow the schools to better compete for federal and foundation

grants and facilitate development
of overseas programs.
Twenty-four states have already
made the name change, Vasconcellos explained, and "California’s
state college system is vastly superior to theirs."
of
the
proposal
Opponents
charge that the change will confuse the public because the new
name would be San Jose State
University although it would not
be in the University of California
system.
Critics have also charged that
university status may not properly
be conferred because the state
colleges do not grant doctorate
degrees.

Out of Stock New and Used
Books Arriving Daily
.
New and
Used Books
(

Election Applications
Aliptications for Atsli President and the four Freshman
Reltresentathe posts, up for
riet.4 ion October II and 12. will
he available in the College
Union soon.
The medications must he returned to the Election board
box in the Union before 4 p.m.,
Sept. 29.

ASB elections, from location of
polling booths to the time of elections. It also distributes and approves ballots and candidates.
In the case of holding over the
same ballot, the legality of such
a decision would be the biggest
question. stated Lee.
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Services: 11 :00 a.m.

,,t1sip
Chapel

Tenth

of
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riew FY,vmouth Road 1i1/117e,
170W at your POnouth PealerS

wivre the beatgces on.,

THE POZO SECO SINGERS
and

THE PAIR EXTRAORDINAIRE

TONIGHT
8:30 P.M.

Two Locations to serve you.
Validated Parking at CBD Parking
Lot near main store on San
Fernando.
Full refunds with receipt until
October 6th.
Open Saturdays 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

iliation

at !",;111

Topic: "The Naughty Puritan"
Campus Pastor: Don Emmel

Phone 298-2040

services are under ilie United Campus Christian
\litiistry as a imited
’,Iry of the United Church of
Christ iCongregat.
11, the Disciples of Christ anal the

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
2100 Moorpark Ave.

I ii tail Preshsterian Church for the San Jose State College

AU.AISSION ONLY $1.75 with ASB Card

till 1111$.

sertiees:

and the University of Texas at El

positions will be filled in time,
hut admits the situation as of now
is critical. Council will consider
his recommendations at the next
meeting, Wednesday, Sept. 27.
The election board regulates all

UNITED CHURCH OF CHHIST

Local Church

The decision by SJS President
Robert D. Clark to cancel the Saturday football game between S.11;

the student body. But it has not ,
claimed to represent typical American student opinion.
"ASG communication is not
limited to member schools," Klee man says. He also points out ASG
functions to help students keep
well-informed on national and international is sties by inviting
speakers to campus and making as
many means of information open
to them as possible.
He says he feels politics have
their place on campus-- not in student government- -but in such
campus organizations as the Young
Republicans or the Students for
a Democratic Society.
’Representatives in student government are not elected on the
basis of their political views so

NSA has received little publicity
concerning its other aims, such as
student influence in campus administrative policy, free higher
education, the experimental college program anti its large workshop program which helps member colleges arrange special activities such as a Winter Carnival.
The NSA is based on proportionthey are not free to represent
ate representation from the different colleges and universities and student political views, Kleeman
its representatives are elected by concluded.

by GAIL KNGiii’r
Spartan Daily staff Writer
Six years of payments made to
the Association of California State
’College Professors (ACSCP t are
being refunded to Walter Bellis,
custodian with the housing office.
Bellis, custodian at Moulder Hull
for the last six years, signed up
for a group hospitalization plan
through the Association of ACSCP
in 1961.
"I originally chose the ACSCP
plan when I came hero six years
ago, because it offered me the
best plan," Bellis said.
’’A Seminar in Non Violence"
"At the time I signed up for
will, however, offer the same kind
the plan, I was not made aware
of counselling now available at
that I wouldn’t be receiving the
SFS. Questions such as what to
benefits," said Bellis.
’
do when drafted and legal means
In November 1964, he learned
of avoiding the draft will be anthat he was not eligible for the
swered.
hospitalization benefits and at the
The existing and proposed draft time transferred to a different
laws will also be discussed. Of plan,
particular interest to college students is the recently passed law
putting 19 year olds at the top
of the manpower list. Students
meeting the academic requirements of their school can be deferred as a matter of legal right
if they request says the law.

Draft Aid Information
For SJS Students
Draft

OTHER AIMS

History Faculty
Support Clark

First Camgregational
& Leigh Avenues

Phone 298-2181

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san femando
and
457 e. san carlos

R-RP %HT

n %TM’

Needles, Syringes
Dumke Postpones Plans Await Students
For QuarterSystem Change In Health Bldg.
FriclaY. September 22,
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Swim Tests Set
rs limning exempt Ittit
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he women’s gym 01 least
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Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 to 1:00 and 2:00 until 3:30.
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TIME EXPERIENCED

Tuesday & Thursday
11:00 to 12:00 and 2:00 until 3:30

READER - DRIVER WANTED

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make

4 HASHERS NEEDED

check out to Spartan Daily

Classifieds.
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HASHER: !’) SHWASHERS, AND r

.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

470 SOUTH TENTH STREET
Get Acquainted With ...

HOPE YOU

LEN, AL, and RALPH

LOSE YOUR SHIRT

Len and Al’s
Barber Shop

[BANKAMERICARI1
liofk/nt /cf7uP

470 Sr.u11-1 10th St.

293-9816

STATE ANNEX
470 South 10th
Master Charge

LONG SLEEVE

STATE ANNEX
MEN’S AND WOMEN’S CLOTHING
Save Up To

50%
STORE LOCATIONS
2707 UNION, 2713 UNION CAMBRIAN PARK
470 SOUTH 10th-SAN JOSE

vikrioNnd

286-1238

BYFORD

SWEATERS , $998

SHIRTS
FAMOUS MAKER

reg. $6.00

SLEEVELESS

SUITS 17-$30
reg. $45-$85

WOOLS-HARRIS TWEEDS

SPORT
COATS

BALL JERSEYS, G 0 L F SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS OR SOFTBALL JERSEYS-all types,

$325
reg. $4.98

reg. $9.00

cializing in T-SHIRTS, it’s not to much to ask.
And, if you want something else ... FOOT-

printed or unprinted. A most unusual value
in all sizes and colors.

GENUINE

SWEATERS $525 LEVIS

Well . . . when you’re opening a store spe-

15-23
reg. to $60

NOR CAL T-SHIRTS
470 South 10th

293-1230

